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CND Rescue RXx
CND Rescue RXx repairs damaged nails with the power of keratin protein 
and moisturizing jojoba oil, and has saved my nails countless times. I recently 
tried a new nail style and the process absolutely destroyed my already thin and 
peeling nails. I decided to cut off as much damage as possible and start a daily 
Rescue RXx routine. My nails are now stronger and smoother than ever.
ulta.com $20 

One Two Magnetic Lashes
I, like most women, want beautiful fluttery lashes, yet I, like most women, 
struggle to properly glue false lashes on myself. Problem solved: I tried several 
brands of magnetic lashes in my research and none compare to One Two’s 
innovative design. It takes a bit of practice but with the applicator I have them 
on in seconds and they do not feel any heavier than traditional lashes. Half 
lashes and full coverage lashes are available in several styles. 
onetwocosmetics.com $90

Stowaway Cosmetics
Stowaway Cosmetics packs a big punch in a tiny package and my expectations 
were far beyond exceeded. Rich pigments in beautiful colors, and mini 
packaging that fits my busy lifestyle—yes please! I originally thought I would 
just use these in my touch up bag, but I found myself reaching for them when 
getting ready in the morning. These pint-sized makeup treats fit in every bag, 
pocket or bra without creating bulk for an on-the-go lifestyle.
stowawaycosmetics.com $10-$26 

Harry’s Razor
Move over men, I am stealing your razor and you cannot have it back. Harry’s 
razor was designed for the face, but I have found the perfectly engineered five 
blades give me an incredibly close shave on the rest of my body. On top of the 
shaving benefits, the initial razor and refill cartridges won’t break the bank. 
harrys.com $9-30 

Soleil Tan De Chanel 
Soleil Tan De Chanel is a light, cream-gel bronzer that leaves skin with a velvety 
finish and a beautiful sun-kissed look. Spring has me ready for the glow that 
only the lovely days of being outdoors during the summer brings. A busy life 
and cold days cannot stop me from the gorgeous glow I crave; I pull out my 
Chanel bronzer and buff onto cheekbones, forehead, over bridge of nose, and 
chin for a naturally sun-kissed look. 
chanel.com $50 

Living Proof Restore 
Perfecting Spray 
Living Proof Restore Perfecting Spray is a featherweight conditioning detangler 
and a dream for parched, dull and tangled hair. A few hydrating sprays after 
a shower before brushing will make your hair so silky that your comb glides 
through with ease. Restore Perfecting Spray strengthens, smooths, conditions, 
detangles, and is ideal for all hair types and UV and heat protection up to 400°F. 
livingproof.com $29

Fresh Black Tea 
Age-Delay Body Cream
Fresh Black Tea Age-Delay Body Cream has made my wildest dreams come 
true. For years I have loved the Black Tea line from Fresh and wished they 
would make a body cream and they finally have. This luxurious cream cocoons 
and comforts skin with 24-hour moisture and antioxidant protection while 
improving texture and elasticity. Not only do I love the benefits, I am obsessed 
with the light fragrance it leaves on my skin. 
fresh.com $68

My Magic Mud 
Activated Charcoal 
Tooth Powder for Whitening
My Magic Mud Activated Charcoal Tooth Powder for Whitening is a natural 
oral care remedy that cleans, polishes, whitens, and detoxes your teeth. I have 
been intrigued by this product for some time and I am happy to report that I 
feel as though I have had a dental tooth cleaning after using this very fun and 
slightly messy product. You have to try it to believe the results. 
mymagicmud.com $20   

Clarks Botanicals 
Nourishing Youth Serum
Clarks Botanicals Nourishing Youth Serum is the newest addition to my 
skincare routine and I am beyond thrilled with the results. It is packed with 
essential vitamins, antioxidants, and amino acids for a healthy and youthful 
glow. This potent anti-wrinkle serum is light weight and absorbs beautifully, use 
alone for light hydration or under moisturizer.  
clarksbotanicals.com  $155 

Laneige Lip Sleeping Mask
Laneige Lip Sleeping Mask is a supple moisturizing night lip balm. Yet I am not 
one to follow the rules so I use it as beautiful anytime lip balm. I also added it to 
my kit for clients as it is truly one of the best lip treatments I have ever used. A 
little goes a long way and you can kiss goodbye dry, flakey and chapped lips. 
sephora.com $20 

All you need  is...
Written by Heather Roach, Makeup and Beauty Product Expert
www.HeatherRoachMakeup.com
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